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Conspiracy against PML-N foiled

Former Punjab CM Shahbaz Sharif claimed on Sunday....
Margaret Thatcher, ‘Iron Lady’ Who
Set Britain on New Course, Dies at 87

Conspiracy against PML-N foiled:
Shahbaz

Margaret Thatcher, the “Iron Lady” of
British politics, who set her country on a

LAHORE: Former Punjab Chief Minister
Shahbaz Sharif claimed on Sunday there
was a coordinated effort to keep him and
his brother out of parliament but those
behind the conspiracy had failed.He
pointed the finger at Islamabad for
hatching the conspiracy against the PMLN leadership while talking to the media
after approval of his nomination papers.
He charged the Zardari-led PPP
government had plundered the national
exchequer mercilessly for five years and
brought Pakistan’s economy to its knees.
“And yet they have the audacity to point the
finger at everyone else but themselves.
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rightward economic course, led it to victory
in the Falklands war and helped guide the
United States and the Soviet Union
through the cold war’s difficult last years,
died on Monday in London. She was 87.
Her spokesman, Tim Bell, said she died of
a stroke at the Ritz Hotel. She had been in
poor health for months and had suffered
from dementia.Prime Minister David
Cameron cut short a visit to Continental
Europe to return to Britain after receiving
the news, and Queen Elizabeth II
authorized a ceremonial funeral with
military honors a notch below a state
funeral at St. Paul’s Cathedral in London. A
statement from the White House said that
“the world has lost one of the great
champions of freedom and liberty, and
America has lost a true friend.”
Mrs. Thatcher was the first woman to
become prime minister of Britain and the
first to lead a major Western power in
modern times. Hard-driving and
hardheaded, she led her Conservative
Party to three straight election wins and
held office for 11 years — May 1979 to
November 1990 — longer than any other
British politician in the 20th century.

If voted to power, the PML-N will do
whatever it takes to get the economy back
on track even though it would be an
extremely tough challenge in the present
situation,” he added.He said the PPP was
making allegations against the PML- N but
it was refusing to answer to Rs 80 billion
corruption in the rental power scam, Rs 20
billion in the Pakistan Steel Mill case and
Rs 4 billion PSO corruption case.The
former chief minister also pointed out that
the PPP-appointed NAB chairman had
admitted that there was daily corruption of
over Rs 10 billion and yet the PPP was
making false allegations against others.
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Logo for 2014 World Twenty20
launched

Hong Kong airbridge collapse rips
off plane door

DHAKA: Inspired by the unique
painted rickshaws which pack the
streets of the Bangladesh cities, the
logo for the ICC World Twenty20 2014
was unveiled on a star-studded
evening here on Saturday tonight.
At a glittering gala in the presence of
the International Cricket Council (ICC)
Vice President AHM Mustafa Kamal
and Bangladesh Cricket Board (BCB)
President Nazmul Hassan the logo for the tournament was
launched exactly one year ahead of the tournament finals. The
event will run from March 16 to April 6, 2014.

HONG KONG: Hong Kong authorities
said Monday they had launched an
investigation after an airbridge
collapsed at the city's airport, ripping
the door off a Cathay Pacific plane and
injuring a technician.The boarding
bridge for a Cathay flight bound for
Nagoya in Japan on Sunday evening
suddenly collapsed after all of the 262
passengers had boarded the aircraft,
according to the Hong Kong Airport Authority and Cathay.The rear
bridge then smashed into the head bridge, which was connected to
the first class cabin, ripping a door off the A330 aircraft. A technician
who was trapped in the falling bridge at the time was injured.

Iraq executes 7 convicted of
terror offences

Israel closes Gaza border
crossing after rocket fire: army

BAGHDAD: Iraq has executed seven
people convicted of terror-related
offences, an official said on Monday,
despite widespread calls for the
country to declare a moratorium on its
use of the death penalty.All of those
executed were Iraqi men, and brought
to 29 the number of times Iraq has
carried out the death penalty so far
this year.Baghdad executed 129
people in 2012, among the highest such figures in the world."Seven
people were executed yesterday," a senior justice ministry official
told, speaking on condition of anonymity.

JERUSALEM: Israel's army closed a
goods crossing into the Gaza Strip on
Monday a day after a rocket was fired
from the besieged enclave, a
spokeswoman said.The rocket
crashed into southern Israel on
Sunday, as US Secretary of State
John Kerry arrived for talks with Israeli
and Palestinian leaders."The Kerem
Shalom crossing is closed until further
notice, except for humanitarian purposes, after the firing of the
rocket," the army spokeswoman told.Sunday's rocket landed in an
uninhabited sector of the Negev desert.Early Monday there had
been no claims for the attack.

Fehmida says she is the highest
taxpayer among Mps

Abhishek Bachchan: Aishwarya
makes me the person that I am
As Abhishek Bachchan won
an award for Bol Bachchan at
the Times Of India Film
Awards 2013, he couldn’t stop
thanking wifey Aishwarya Rai
Bachchan for all the support
and love“I would like to thank
my family for firstly having me
because things wouldn’t have worked without that.I
really owe this to Aishwarya and the love and support
she has given me.

BADIN: Former speaker Fehmida
Mirza has said she was neither a
defaulter nor obtained any loan from a
bank. She said she was on the top of
list of parliamentarians who paid the
highest tax.Addressing a press
conference on Sunday at her
farmhouse here with her son and PS57candidate Barrister Hasnain Mirza,
Dr Fehmida Mirza said her opponent
candidate from NA-225 Yasmin Shah has bogus Matric and
Intermediate certificates and the graduation degree on the basis of
these certificates was also fake. She appealed to the courts to give
verdict against fake degree holders.
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Bangladesh PM rules out new
blasphemy law
DHAKA: Bangladesh's prime minister has
ruled out a new blasphemy law despite a
mass campaign by extremists to introduce the
death penalty for bloggers whom they accuse
of insulting the Prophet Mohammed.As part of
their push for a change in the law, the Hefajate-Islam organisation on Monday forced the
closure of schools and businesses across the

government until the end of the month to meet
a series of demands or face a blockade of the
capital. The group also wants Islamic
education to be made mandatory in primary
and secondary schools, members of the
Ahmadi sect to be declared non-Muslims and
the restoration of pledges to Allah in the
constitution, which Hasina's government has
deleted.Hardline extremist groups have
accused Hasina's government of trying to
intimidate the opposition through a series of
trials for war crimes allegedly committed
during the 1971 war of independence.Three
extremists have so far been convicted and
two of them were sentenced to death. At least
96 people have been killed during protests
over the trials since January.

Munna Bhai chale jail: April 18

country as part of a general strike. And
television reports said scores of people had
been injured in clashes between progovernment activists and extremists, already
infuriated by the recent convictions of leading
opposition figures for war crimes.But Sheikh
Hasina, who has been leading a secular
government in the Muslim-majority country
since 2009, said existing laws were adequate
to prosecute anyone accused of insulting a
religion. "Actually, we don't have any plan to
(bring in a new law). We don't need it," Hasina
told the BBC in an interview broadcast
Monday."They should know that existing laws
are enough," she added, before stressing that
"this country is a secular democracy".On
Saturday hundreds of thousands of
extremists rallied in the capital Dhaka to
demand a blasphemy law, with provisions for
the death penalty for those who defame
Islam. There has been vociferous debate
between staunch atheists and
fundamentalists in Bangladesh's social
media for years, but it took a deadly turn in
February when an anti-Islam blogger was
murdered.Four online writers were arrested
last week on charges of hurting religious
sentiment through their Internet writings
against Islam. Under existing cyber laws,
anyone convicted of defaming a religion on
the Internet can be jailed for up to 10 years.
Hefajat-e-Islam, which describes itself as a
non-political organisation, has given the
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Sanjay Dutt has decided to surrender before
the police on April 18 and with just 12 days to
his incarceration, there is a rush to finish the
projects the actor has been working on.
“Sanjay has asked all his producers to
complete shooting his scenes by April 13. He
wants to finish the dubbing for these films
between April 13 and April 17,” said a source
close to the actor.However, given the new
deadline, the actor is now on a sticky wicket
with Rajkumar Hirani’s P.K. “There is
ambiguity over Dutt’s portions in PK. He has a
few days of work left. It remains to be seen if
he can complete that by April 13,” said the
source. The actor is already out of Rajkumar
Gupta’s Ghanchakkar, where he was
supposed to play himself in a cameo. Dutt is at
present busy finishing the shoot for TP
Agarwal’s film Policegiri. “It’s a race against

time on the sets,” a source from the film unit
told TOI. The actor has already completed
Apoorva Lakhia’s Zanjeer in which he plays
Sher Khan, the character epitomized by
legendary actor Pran. A few days ago, he shot
a song for the film. “He has done an amazing

job in the song and we are sure it will become
one of the highlights on the film,” a source
close to the film said. Dutt has also shot a few
scenes for Karan Johar’s home production
Ungli -a film that also stars Emraan Hashmi,
Randeep Hooda and Neha Dhupia.Earlier, an
emotional Dutt had refused to appeal the
President’s pardon and stated, “There are
many other people who deserve pardon. I
want to tell the honorable citizens of the
country that when I am not going for pardon,
then there can be no debate about it.” The
Supreme court on March 21 had sentenced
the actor to five years’ imprisonment in the
1993 Mumbai bomb blasts case, and given
him a month to surrender.

Priyanka Chopra shines bright with
Pitbull!
Priyanka Chopra is all set to take the music
world by storm, yet again. The dusky beauty
made her international singing debut last year
with her solo, In My City with none other than
the pop sensationwill.i.am. And she will now

join hands with the popular American rapper
Pitbull for her next solo track,Exotic. We were
even expecting Priyanka to perform live with
Pitbull at the opening ceremony of the
ongoing Indian Premier League 2013 (IPL 6).
But now the wait is over, well almost! In this
new picture, posted by PeeCee herself on a
microblogging site, we see Priyanka and
Pitbull posing happily for this new
collaboration. While the Miss World-turnedBollywood diva looks sparkling and supersexy in her blingy body hugging outfit, the
American rapper looks absolutely dapper in
his baggy green jacket and white trousers.
Quite a heady mix we must say! We are sure
that the duo’s music will be equally
intoxicating. We at BollywoodLife are waiting
for PeeCee to stretch her vocal chords yet
again and spin her undeniable magic and
make us groove to the numbers only she can
belt. What about you Piggy Chops’ fans?
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High End Interior
Décor- Renaissance
Mounting up ingenious materials from a
single pin to using the whole universe for
creativity, Renaissance, a high end interior
décor caters the most preeminent work of
exceptional interior designing to have hit the
interiors in Pakistan.
Unique furniture, branded home accessories,
fabrics and interior planning and layouts
creating traditionally rich design inside out.
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The bedroom has been
given the feel of richness and
comfort as one lay in the lap of luxury.

Lightning is another thought-full concept.
Incorporation of strategic illumination makes
the outstanding theme of the living area.
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Oiling is necessary
for hairs

Oiling massage for hairs is a key to have
healthy and shiny hair. It has been found by
many researches that oiling for hairs is one of
the best and simplest hair care regime. If you
really want to take good care of your lovely hair,
you should indulge oil massage for hairs in your
daily routine.
Though, it’s difficult to pull out time for oiling for

hairs, but you can surely manage it weekly or
twice a week. Although, oil massage for hairs is
a must-to-do step in hair care, but what more
important is the correct selection of the
beneficial hair oil. One must choose best oil for
hair according to the hair type, texture and
requirements. Having the best oil for hair is
equally important as the oil massage for hairs.
There are so many oils available in the market
which claims you to give best hair care.
However, it is important for you to pick up the
best oil for hair.
Jojoba Oil
Jojoba Oil is considered as the king of hair oils

for perfect hair care as it gets hair growing again
and helps to eliminate scalp conditions. Jojoba
Oil is the best oil for hair as it moisturizes dry
hair properly and helps to soften your hair. Oil
massage for hairs with jojoba oil will rebalance
the sebum, resulting to a healthier and better
hair texture.
Argan Oil
Argan Oil is perfect for oil massage for hairs as
it is the best moisturizing oil for your hair and
scalp and it is light. Argan Oil promises an
ultimate hair care as it is loaded with omega 3
and has been used by queens and royal
families for oiling for hairs.
Emu Oil
Emu Oil is one of the best oil for hair which is
also known as “wonder oil”. It is perfect pick for
oil massage for hairs, as its healing and hair
growth properties are simply incomparable to
any other oil.
Mustard Oil
Mustard oil is an ideal selection for oiling for
hairs which are weak and damaged. Hair
thinning and hair loss are one of the common
hurdles in the way of proper hair care, which
can surely be treated with oil massage for hairs
with high quality mustard oil.
Coconut Oil
Coconut Oil is ideal oil for hair care of dry and
frizzy hair. Oil massage for hairs with coconut
oil provides deep conditioning to the dry hair
and nourishes and protects them. Coconut oil is
an excellent choice for oiling for hairs as it
prevent and treat premature graying of hair,
while promoting hair growth and treating
dandruff.

Tips for Beautiful Eyebrows
Tips for Beautiful Eyebrows are more
important for every one. Eyebrows
add strength and meaning to your
face. Fine groomed eyebrows add to
your beauty. There are some ways to
get beautiful eyebrows.
1. First you must pluck eyebrows
before bedtime so any redness will go
overnight. In shaping your eyebrows
make use of your facial features.
2. Then use a pair of slant edge
tweezers which hold hairs without
difficulty. Comb hairs one way and
after that other to remove loose hairs.
3. You should pluck hairs involving
the brows and any stragglers. Do not
remove the hairs from above your
eyebrows.
4. Pluck all hair separately close to
the root. Work in the way of the
growth.
5. Always stay away from over
plucking. In defining your eyebrows
select a shade close to your natural
hair color.
6. When using a pencil you must
apply in small, feathered strokes.
When starting at the interior corner
work outwards.
7. Blend the color with a brush. To
tame stray hairs simply use hair gel
and comb through to neaten.
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Meditation May Help Fight Loneliness
Researchers also looked at its effect on
stress and inflammation in older adults.
A simple form of meditation can help stave off
feelings of loneliness and may cut the body's
inflammatory response which can trigger
serious illness to distressing emotions, a
small new study suggests.
Researchers from the University of California,
Los Angeles and Carnegie Mellon University
in Pittsburgh found that older adults who
participated in an eight-week program of
mindfulness-based stress reduction which
attunes the mind to the present and avoids
dwelling on the past or projecting into the
future reported a reduced sense of loneliness
on an established ratings scale. Blood tests
also indicated a significant decrease in the
expression of inflammation-related genes.
The study appeared online recently in the
journal Brain, Behavior, and Immunity.
Previous research has linked feeling lonely to
a heightened risk of heart disease,
Alzheimer's, depression and premature
death, and higher levels of inflammation in the
body may play a role. The study authors said
the new research was the first to show that a
psychological intervention that decreases
loneliness also cut pro-inflammatory gene
expression.Forty adults (mostly women)
between the ages of 55 and 85 were randomly
assigned to either a mindfulness meditation
group or a control group that didn't meditate.
At the beginning and end of the two-month
study, all participants were assessed for their
feelings of loneliness and blood levels of gene
expression for inflammation markers.The
meditation group participated in weekly twohour group sessions, a daylong retreat later in
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“I think meditation training can help [people] develop a new
relationship to feelings of stress," said study co-author J. David
Creswell, director of the Health and Human Performance Laboratory
at Carnegie Mellon. "It puts a brake on this process ... and turns down
the chronically stressed state people may be in, thereby turning down
the pro-inflammatory cascade. I think it may be targeting the stress
component of loneliness such that it doesn't blow itself out of
proportion."

the study and 30 minutes of daily home
mindfulness practice. Group sessions
consisted of an instructor leading participants
in guided mindfulness meditation exercises,
yoga and stretching, and discussions
designed to foster awareness of participants'
moment-to-moment experiences.The
research provided additional clues as to how
this form of meditation may affect the health of
lonely older adults, the study authors said,

although it did not assess whether the
reduction in pro-inflammatory gene
expression translated into meaningful
differences on disease outcomes."It didn't
measure inflammation directly and didn't
really tell you whether their bodies are
producing any more or less inflammation,"
said Dr. Jeremy Koppel, a geriatric
psychiatrist and research scientist at Zucker
Hillside Hospital in Glen Oaks, N.Y.
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Pancreatic Cancer Cells

'Healthy' Foods to Avoid
Making healthy choices at the grocery store may be harder than you think.
Find out which so-called diet foods don't deserve their reputation.Fatfree! All-natural! Vitamin-enriched! Labels like these guide us through the
grocery store. But products that tout nutritional benefits are often anything
but good for you. The food industry is given wide leeway to promote their
products, so it’s up to us to ferret out the imposters.That means reading
nutrition labels to see what ingredients products actually contain. Some of
the worst offenders turn up in foods you’d least suspect. Those so-called
health bars, for example, may contain protein and some vitamins and
minerals, but they’re often loaded with salt and sugar as well.And just
because something is seasoned with sea salt, doesn’t mean it’s any
healthier. "It’s going to have the same amount of sodium as table salt,"
says Denise Cole, a registered dietitian at the Cleveland Clinic, but "we
need less of it to make our food taste better because it’s a coarser grind
than table salt. So, just remember, we’re still getting the same amount of
sodium, it’s just in a different form.”And the next time you reach for that
low-fat peanut butter, think again. Often, the healthy peanut fat has
Here’s another tip
been removed and replaced with added sugar to make up for the loss
“Whole grain” and “multigrain” are not
in flavor. That’s actually the case for many fat-free and low-fat
products.Of course, you don’t always have nutrition labels to guide
interchangeable terms. Whole grains
you to the healthiest choices at the market. And when you’re in the
are healthier because they contain all
produce section, all those greens can be overwhelming. In that case,
parts of the grain kernel. But multigrain let color be your guide.“Iceberg lettuce actually has very little
simply means the food contains more
nutritional value. It’s mostly water, so if you’re looking to get good
than one type of grain.When in doubt, vitamins, minerals, and phytochemicals, you want to look at darker,
greener lettuces, like romaine and spinach and kale," Cole says.
just remember to read the type behind "The
darker … a lettuce, the more nutrition it has.”

the hype.
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ASK PROFESSIONAL
Siddique Katiya, the name does
not require any further
introduction, one of the most
valuable professional and
community worker in South
Asian community with years of
experience in civil service.
community organizations and
cultural issues. He has always
been there for the community when community
needs him. Professional background in
Accountingand Taxation laws with comprehensive
knowledge of federal, provincial and city
compliance and legal matters , and when it comes
to religion his knowledge surpass most scholars,
he has always been a true guide for the community.
asksprofessional@syncmag.ca

Q: Zahid from Montreal Asks how
can some one establish a non profit
organization in Quebec?
A non-profit legal person is a group of
at least three (3) persons (members)
who are the applicants and temporary
directors.
The legal person engages in non-profit
cultural, social, philanthropic, national,
patriotic, religious, charitable,
scientific, artistic, professional,
athletic, sports, educational or other
activities.
Procedure:
First step: Ascertain whether the
name you have chosen is available.
There are two ways to proceed.
Ÿ File a name reservation application
online.
The enterprise Registrar will send you
a name reservation confirmation and a

Instagram And Snapchat Becoming More Popular
Among Kids, Facebook Considered Less 'Cool’
After Friendster came MySpace. By the time Facebook
dominated social media, parents had joined the party, too.
But the online scene has changed - dramatically, as it
turns out - and these days even if you're friends with your
own kids on Facebook, it doesn't mean you know what
they're doing.Thousands of software programs now offer
cool new ways to chat and swap pictures. The most
popular apps turn a hum-drum snapshot into artistic
photography or broadcast your location to friends in case
they want to meet you. Kids who use them don't need a
credit card or even a cell phone, just an Internet
connection and device such as an iPod Touch or Kindle
Fire.Parents who want to keep up with the curve should
stop thinking in terms of imposing time limits or banning
social media services, which are stopgap measures.
Experts say it's time to talk frankly to kids about privacy
controls and remind them - again - how nothing in
cyberspace every really goes away, even when software
companies promise it does.More than three-fourths of
teenagers have a cell phone and use online social
networking sites such as Facebook, according to the Pew
Research Center's Internet and American Life Project.
But Facebook for teens has become a bit like a schoolsanctioned prom - a rite of passage with plenty of adult
chaperones - while newer apps such as Snapchat and Kik
Messenger are the much cooler after-party.Even
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search report.
free of charge the
enterprise register yourself and
print the result.
Second step: Submit the documents.
You must fill out form RE-303
(Demande de constitution en
personne morale sans but lucratif) and
submit with your application:
Ÿ a copy of the name reservation
confirmation, including the search
report, or the result of your search
in the enterprise register;
Ÿ the requisite payment.
If your application is accepted, the
letters patent will be sent to you and the
enterprise registrar will register the
non-profit legal person by filing a copy
of the letters patent in the enterprise
register.You must file the initial
declaration of a legal person within 60
days of the date.
Ÿ Search

F a c e b o o k
acknowledged in a
recent regulatory
filing with the
Securities and
E x c h a n g e
Commission that it
was losing
younger users:
"We believe that
some of our users,
particularly our younger users, are aware of and actively
engaging with other products and services similar to, or as
a substitute for, Facebook," the company warned
investors in February.Educators say they have seen kids
using their mobile devices to circulate videos of school
drug searches to students sending nude images to
girlfriends or boyfriends. Most parents, they say, have no
idea.Parents can links her kids' devices to their iTunes
account so they can be aware of programs they install.
They also require that her kids make their accounts
accessible to her and follow certain ground rules: protect
your passwords, set privacy controls and never transmit
inappropriate pictures or words.A big hurdle for parents is
overcoming the idea they are invading their kids' privacy
by monitoring online activity. In fact, it can be the kid's first
lesson that hardly anything online is private, anyway. If
they want privacy, they should write in a journal and hide it
under their mattress.
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TOIFA 2013
TOIFA Winners:

Best film- Barfi
Best Actor -Ranbir Kapoor
Best Actress- Priyanka Chopra
Best Supporting Actor – Male -Annu Kapoor
Best Supporting Actor – Female- Dolly Ahluwalia
Best Actor in Negative Role- Rishi Kapoor
Best Actor in a Comic Role- Abhishek Bachchan
Best Music Director- Ajay Atul
Best Lyricist- Gulzar
Best Director- Anurag Basu
Best Debut Actor – Male- Ayushman Khurana
Best Debut Actor – Female -Ileana D’Cruz
Best Playback Singer – Male- Sonu Nigam

Three days of celebrations marking the 2013 Lux Cozi
Times of India Film Awards (TOIFA), have come to a
spectacular end as more than 38,000 fans joined
hundreds of Bollywood elite for the Lux Cozi TOIFA
Grand Awards Ceremony at Vancouver's BC Place.
The highly anticipated event included performances and
appearances from the world’s most well recognized
Hindi film stars.
The TOIFA Musical Extravaganza kicked into high gear
as Shiamak Davar opened the act by singing a great
track and his troupe choreographed the event. Hosted
by glamorous Bollywood actress Neha Dhupia, a variety
of musical styling were performed, showcasing
everything from romantic ballads, popular hip-hop
tracks and pop numbers that exhilarated the crowds.
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JOHN
ABRAHAM
I Have
Been Burnt
Enough.....

John Abraham is both excited and anxious.
His role in Sanjay Gupta's Shootout At
Wadala (SAW) is very different from anything
he has done so far. We find the actor a tad
under the weather as we engage him in a freewheeling conversation at his office.
Excerpts…
You are perceived as a sex symbol. Were
you apprehensive about playing Manya
Surve?
I was apprehensive. As we went deeper into
Manya's character, I realised the role would
get tougher by the scene. I had two options:
back out and keep my image intact or take the
next step and do something radically
different.
So you chose the latter.
I knew if I cracked it, it would carry me into a
different space. It would get filmmakers to sit
up and see something they never expected of
John Abraham.
SAW is your acid test...
I don't need any more acid tests in life. I have
been burnt enough. Let's put it this way: SAW
will reintroduce John Abraham. My fans will
revalidate their faith in me and, hopefully,
others will become my fans too.

But why haven't you delivered a Rs 100
crore film yet?
What about Housefull and Race 2? It's just
that I didn't make a noise about these films.
Besides, Rs 100 crore films are not
necessarily good films.
Housefull and Race 2 had an ensemble
cast. Does SAW have an ensemble cast or
is it a John Abraham film?
It's Sanjay Gupta's film. Actors shouldn't take
credit for films' collections; film commerce has
headed north anyway.
Your equation with Anil Kapoor on the sets
was strained. Each of you thought you
were leading the film...
(Interrupts) Anil has the enthusiasm of a
newcomer, which is positive in every way. I
would always like to work with him.
Over to the girls - you have hot scenes with
Kangna Ranaut...
Yes, but those scenes were real rough.
Manya had no etiquette in handling women.
And yes, he had a girl in his life. There is so
much physicality involved that while shooting
for a scene, her hand got scratched by her
bangles and started to bleed. It's tough to
carry out such scenes.

Are you saying you are not an aggressive
lover in real life?
I am not aggressive in any sphere of life. Yes,
people don't confront me- but that's possibly
because of my size (smiles).
Buzz is you got Bipasha Basu replaced in
SAW...
I am not one of those heroes who asks for a
particular heroine to be cast opposite him.
But you are promoting Nargis Fakhri.
What's going on?
She is doing my home production, Madras
Cafe. So, I will promote her.
But she was quite disappointing in
Rockstar...
You will see a new and fabulous Nargis in
Madras Café.
Bipasha hasn't taken her breakup with you
well. She takes digs at you in interviews.
But I will continue maintaining my dignity
through silence.
Some people feel your relationship with
Priya Runchal is fake...
What? (Takes a deep breath). She is
someone who has brought a lot of stability in
my life. She is a finance person and I am a
marketing person. I am hoping she will lend a
lot more to business, and the two of us will
become a force to reckon with.I think I have
answered your question.
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This is why SRK is known as King of
Bollywood!

MOVIE REVIEW

DRAMA REVIEW

Bollywood superstar Shah Rukh Khan is
nursing a shoulder injury that he suffered on
the sets of his upcoming film Chennai
Express but that will not deter him to perform
at the debut Times of India Film Awards
(TOIFA). Shah Rukh’s performance is one of
the most anticipated segments and the 47year-old actor is planning to entertain his
numerous fans despite the injury.
“I have been shooting for 14 days non-stop
and on top of it I hurt myself. My shoulder is
hurting a bit,” SRK told. When asked
whether it was the old injury, he said, “It is a

new injury. The old one is fine but for this one
I may have to go for a surgery later. I have to
perform so it is a bit of a drag but I will try to
avoid the right hand movement during the
dance as much as I can.”
It has been a hectic few weeks for the actor
as he has been juggling different things back
home including the opening ceremony of
IPL, where he performed with actress
Deepika Padukone and international rapper
Pitbull.
“I did the IPL ceremony and then there was
the match. I flew in after dropping the kids
because wife (Gauri) had left already for
TOIFA. Yes, it has been hectic but that is how
I live. I might also miss my team’s next
match.

Jiya Na Jaye
Timing: Thursday, 08:00 pm
Channel: Hum TV

The serial has been written with the pens of Adeel Razzak and is directed by Asim Ali.
The cast includes Fazila Qazi, Shabbir Jan, Fatima Affendi, Imran Aslam, Adeel
Hussain, Maira Khan and others. The play is expected to be another hit for HUM TV.
The play opens with the scene where a ghareeb gharana is shown displaying Fazila
Qazi as one of the main characters of the play. She plays the role of Saba’s (Fatima
Affendi) mother. The story of Jiya na jaey revolves around saba whose father marries
her off to her to his brother’s notorious son sadiq. Saba’s father is played by Shabbir
Jan (Aziz Mirza) who is a sick man dying of a cardiac disease. After the marriage her
life becomes a living hell, on the one hand she becomes pregnant and on the other
hand her husband pressurize her to find a job. After the birth of her daughter saba goes
to her mother house not knowing that her husband has other plans for her.Will there be
any peace in saba’s life . To find out watch, jiya na jaey.

Chashme Baddoor
Cast: Ali Zafar, Siddharth, Divyendu Sharma, Taapsee Pannu, Lillette Dubey, Anupam Kher, Rishi Kapoor
Direction: David Dhawan

Shy Siddharth loves feisty Seema - but his buddies falsely boast of flings with her, breaking
the couple up. Can love be remade?
The answer's yes - love can be remade and so can a lovely film like 1981's Chashme
Buddoor (CB). This version's as different as paapri chaat from a dhokla. But it retains the
original's madness, masti and movie-mania. The remixed CB unrolls in Goa where
phatichar shayar Omi (Sharma) is addressing, ahem, the St. Stephens College of Arts and
Science, while wanna-be hero Jai (Siddharth) is over-acting into a rape scene. Watching
the dolts in full bloom, CB has you chuckling from the start. Things only get better when
sober Sid (Zafar) pops up, yodels with his cheap chums and explains their drought of
dough to doughty cafe owner Joseph Futado (Kapoor) and landlady Josephine (Dubey).
Meanwhile, Seema (Pannu) is escaping an arranged marriage, scooting towards the three
idiots. Love happens - but after lust, lies and lots of laughs.
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Amazing Charitable Hollywood Celebrities
Celebrities- we all recognize their names, know who they are dating and are up to date on their latest projects,
but how much do we know about their good doing efforts? We have compiled a list of six celebrities who are
using their fame and wealth to make a difference to those around the world.

One of the most handsome men of film, Brad Pitt is a dedicated citizen
of the world. One of Pitt’s passions, aside from his lovely philanthropic
Angelina Jolie, is architecture. In response to the devastating
Hurricane Katrina in 2007, Pitt founded the Make It Right Foundation
which finances and constructs sustainable houses in New Orleans
and other cities throughout the US.

2.
OPRAH WINFREY
One of the most recognizable faces in the world, Oprah Winfrey has
created a media empire that sprouted from the Oprah Show and now
spans a production company, magazine and even her new OWN
network. The busy lady is a strong proponent of education, women
empowerment and children, focusing her efforts on funding these
causes. In 1998 Oprah created a public charity, the Oprah’s Angel
Network, which raised more than 80 million dollars with 100% of
donations going directly to charitable projects.

3.
TAYLOR SWIFT
The country cross-over crooner is marking her career with a good
doing edge. Swift was most recently named the most charitable celeb
of 2012 for her generous contributions to the Country Hall of Fame
Museum. The 23-year-old singer is also the youngest person to be
awarded the prestigious Ripple of Hope Award from the Robert F.
Kennedy Center. The award recognizes leaders in the fields of
business, entertainment and activist communities who are committed

to social change.

4. BONO
The Irish rock star and front man of U2 is known just as much for his
musical talents as he is for his commitment to bettering the world. The
veteran rocker is active in the fight against AIDS, and many of his
humanitarian efforts focus on Africa. Bono co-founded ONE, a
gra1ssroots advocacy and campaigning organization that works to
end extreme poverty and preventable disease. The charismatic
singer uses his influence to work with world leaders to decrease thirdworld debt and raise awareness about the plight of Africa.

UPCOMING MOVIES

1.
BRAD PITT

Nautanki Saala!
Apr 12,2013
Ayushmann Khurrana, Kunaal Roy
Kapur, Abhishek Bachchan, Evelyn
Sharma

Oblivion
April 12,2013
Tom Cruise, Olga Kurylenko, Andrea
Riseborough, Nikolaj Coster Waldau,
Melissa Leo, Morgan Freeman
Disconnect
April 12,2013
Jason Bateman, Alexander Skarsgard,
Paula Patton, Hope Davis, Michael
Nyqvist, Max Thieriot
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Jungle Marathon in Vietnam
Hanoi (Vietnam), April 8 : Jungle
Marathon a six-stage gruelling race
through forests and the first of its kind in
Vietnam will be held in the central Quang
Binh province from May 31 to June 9.To
date, around 30 athletes from countries
and regions have registered to compete
in the race, which is reserved for a
maximum of 60 competitors, Xinhua
reported Monday.The race will cover six
stages through forests of the Phong NhaKe Bang National Park - one of Vietnam's world natural heritage
sites recognised by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (Unesco) - and the border with Laos.
Competitors will then return to Quang Binh's Dong Hoi city for a
stunning finish on the beach, according to Jungle Marathon's
website.

Sync-Sports
Pakistan skiers to feature in Winter
Olympics
KARACHI: Pakistan have qualified for the
Winter Olympics to be held in Sochi,
Russia, in February next year.After
participating in International Ski
Federation (FIS) races held in Europe
and Asia, Pakistan attained the required
FIS points for participation in the Olympic
Winter Games (OWG), the Ski
Federation of Pakistan said on
Sunday.The Pakistani contingent comprising three skiers
participated in the FIS races held from February 17 to March 18 in
Italy, Lebanon and Turkey.Mir Nawaz, Karim and Muhammad
Abbas of Pakistan achieved 137, 130 and 122 FIS points,
respectively.Mir Nawaz won a silver medal in a momentous run of
the FIS race (Slalom discipline) in Lebanon.Muhammad Abbas of
PAF was the first Pakistani skier to feature.

Pakistan clinch U16 Asia Cup title
KARACHI: Pakistani colts clinched the second Under-16 Hockey
Asia Cup title, beating Bangladesh 5-2 in the summit clash in
Singapore on Sunday. Muhammad Atiq scored twice, while Sikandar
Mustafa, Shan Irshad and Adeel Latif scored one goal each for the
victors.Coach Rehan Butt showered praises on his team’s young
players and said that the boys played brilliantly throughout the
tournament and deserved the title. “Throughout the tournament our
players played with great determination and I think they deserve the
event’s title,” said Olympian Rehan Butt, who has started his
coaching stint with the young team but is yet to retire from
international hockey.Pakistan recorded huge victories throughout
the tournament and in many matches scored more than dozen goals.
“The five-a-side format offers players gaps and if a team plays as one
unit than they get a lot of chance to score. Our players played as a
team, which was the reason they were able to pull off big victories
and eventually win title,” he added.“I believe these players in the
years to come will be able to help lift the performance of the national
team,” Rehan said.Chief coach and manager Tahir Zaman also said
that young players worked hard to prepare for the tournament.The

Galatasaray coach threatened with
suspension
ISTANBUL: Galatasaray coach Fatih
Terim is facing the threat of a 10-match
suspension for criticising the referee
during his side’s league match against
M e r s i n , Tu r k i s h m e d i a s a i d o n
Monday.Terim, was banished to the
stands with a number of his coaching staff
d u r i n g S a t u r d a y ’s g a m e , w h i c h
Galatasaray won 3-1. The manager,
visibly angry, at one point went on to the pitch, grabbed the
matchball and violently threw it to show his anger about a string of
decisions.Newspapers quoting the official match report, said Terim
insulted the referee and a Turkish football federation (TFF)
representative.
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other eight teams that participated in the tournament were Japan,
China, Sri Lanka, Chinese Taipei, Korea, Malaysia, Singapore and
Kazakhstan.

Rahul Dravid fined for slow over rate
JAIPUR: Rajasthan Royals captain
Rahul Dravid has been fined $20,000
after his team failed to keep up with the
stipulated over rate during its IPL match
against Kolkata Knight Riders on
Monday. "Rajasthan Royals captain
Rahul Dravid has been fined after the
team maintained a slow over rate during
last night's Pepsi IPL match
againstKolkata Knight Riders in Jaipur,"
the IPL authorities said in a release.At the
end of the match, Rajasthan Royals were assessed to be two
overs behind the required rate after allowances were taken into
consideration. "Since it was his first offence of the season under
the IPL's Code of Conduct relating to minimum over-rate offences,
Mr. Rahul Dravid was fined $20,000," the release stated.
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BIRTHDAY
THIS WEEK

Taurus
April 20 - May 20

A cherished wish may finally come true on
Monday, Taurus. Remember to say thank you
to the Universe. Your intuition will kick up a
notch on Wednesday. Follow your sixth sense
in every situation.

Gemini
May 21 - June 20

The boss could give you a promotion on
Monday, and the corner office could be part of
the deal! A new friend might bounce into your
life on Wednesday. This person will have lots
of pep.

Cancer
June21 - July 22

Hassan Ahmed
Pakistani drama actor,and showbiz celebrity

Persistence is the key to success on Monday.
Extra effort will be required to get a job done.
Search for a moment of Zen on Thursday.
Find a quiet nook in which to unwind.

April 14, 1982

Leo
Aries
March 21 - April 19

There's a major focus on Aries, so you'll
have plenty of energy, impulsivity, and a
lack of tact or thought about
consequences. The early part of the week
kicks off with a really nice aspect between
the Sun and Jupiter. Hasty actions will get
you in trouble when the Moon conjuncts
Uranus in Aries on Tuesday. Go slowly in
all areas of your life. You'll be bursting with
confidence on Wednesday. "Yes, I can!"
will become your motto. A lover may have
surprising news on Friday. This person
might have the chance to relocate to a new
area. A flash of insight will pop into your
brain on Saturday. You'll be able to solve a
perplexing problem this weekend.

July 23 - August 22

Power issues with a colleague will erupt on
Tuesday. Temporarily toss your ego aside so
you can work together. Think about going
back to school when the New Moon takes
place in your education zone on Wednesday.
It might be time to learn a new skill.

Virgo
August 23 - September 22

Keep your options open on Monday. If you
agree to an outing early on, you'll want to
change plans later. A lover may throw a
tantrum on Wednesday. Give this person lots
of space until he or she is calmer.

Libra
September 23 - October 22

A rival may suddenly burst on the scene on
Tuesday. Rely on your smarts to outwit this

person. You'll be overflowing with charisma
when the Moon conjuncts your ruler Venus on
Wednesday.

Scorpio
October 23 - November 21

Demonstrate your leadership skills on
Tuesday. Don't be afraid to take charge of a
certain matter. Visualize achieving a goal on
Thursday. Use the power of positive thinking
to realize your ambitions.

Sagittarius
November 22 - December 21

A loved one may try to monopolize your
attention on Monday. Let this person know
that you're on a tight schedule! Indulge in a
special treat when the Moon sextiles your
ruler Jupiter on Tuesday.

Capricorn
December 22 - January 19

Boredom may kick in when the Moon is
quincunx your ruler Saturn on Tuesday. It
might be time to start a new hobby. A relative
will ask you for a loan on Wednesday. Think
carefully before writing this person a check.

Aquarius
January 20 - February 18

Your income will increase substantially on
Monday. It's possible that you'll have the
Midas touch! Throw an impromptu party on
Wednesday. It's time to kick up your heels and
dance.

Pisces
February 19 - March 20

Your head will be lost in the clouds when the
Moon conjuncts Mercury in Pisces on
Monday. Look both ways before crossing
busy streets. Start a new project on
Wednesday. Powerful energy will support the
endeavor.
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